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Ambassador Galvez, thank you for your kind introduction. 

Ambassador Soares 

Dr. Perry 

Lord Browne 

Ms. Kane, my predecessor 

Ambassador Varma 

Excellencies 

Distinguished delegates 

Ladies and gentlemen 

 

At the outset, I want to thank Secretary-General Soares and the Agency for the Prohibition of 

Nuclear Weapons in Latin America and the Caribbean for arranging today’s event. As the 

steward of the Treaty of Tlatelolco, OPANAL has made an invaluable and decades-long 

contribution to the cause of a nuclear weapon-free world. It has been a resolute ally and 

partner of my office, the UN Office for Disarmament Affairs.  

 

It is a pleasure to be here today to help celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of the nuclear 

weapon-free zone in Latin America and the Caribbean. I can think of no more opportune 

moment than in the context of this treaty to discuss the achievements we have made in 

nuclear disarmament and the obstacles we still face, as Dr. Perry eloquently pointed out.  

 

Along with climate change, nuclear weapons pose an existential threat to humanity. No other 

weapon has the power to destroy the planet.   

 

The existential threat of nuclear weapons is why, over the last few years, concern has been 

growing about the devastating humanitarian consequences of the use of even one nuclear 

weapon.  

 

The international strategic context was recently described by the new Secretary-General 

Guterres as “a world of new and old conflicts woven in a complex and interconnected web”.   

 

It is an environment that is more complex than the bipolar Cold War. It is also experiencing a 

technological revolution that is transforming our lives in an unprecedented manner, good and 

bad. 

 

The same technologies that bring global prosperity could also cause mass destruction and 

mass disruption. Innovations in unmanned vehicles, artificial intelligence and cyber 

technology are changing the face of battle. Their long-term ramifications are yet to fully 

unfold.   

 

Emerging military technologies such as hypersonic missiles and other long-range precision-

guided conventional weapons may provoke new and destabilising arms races that exacerbate 

regional and global tensions. Cyber weapons and long-range precision weapons may alter 

deterrence calculations. This can unleash mass disruptive chaos. 



 
 

 

An arms race to acquire sophisticated conventional weapons could encourage some to seek 

nuclear weapons as a counter-measure.  

 

These emerging trends run the risk of complicating crisis management and potentially 

lowering the threshold for nuclear weapon use. 

 

Excellencies, Ladies and Gentlemen 

 

In this fluid environment, there is an enhanced urgency for all States to fulfil their obligations 

and uphold global norms related to nuclear weapons. But sadly, the global landscape 

indicates otherwise. 

 

Despite the increased volatility, the current strategic context does not in any way excuse any 

State from undertaking their nuclear disarmament commitments, especially those made under 

Article VI of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty.   

 

Unfortunately, after decades of significant progress in reducing the dangers posed by nuclear 

weapons, bringing down the global nuclear arsenal from 54,000 to 15,000, we now appear to 

be headed in the opposite direction.  

 

This is clearly reflected in the stalemate in the UN disarmament machinery and most 

glaringly in the malaise that has captured the Conference on Disarmament.  

 

The perceived failure to produce tangible results in multilateral nuclear disarmament has 

engendered a mounting frustration among many non-nuclear weapon States. Consensus on 

the need for a nuclear weapon-free world has fractured over how to achieve it.  

 

The recent debate regarding the proposed ‘prohibition treaty’ has raised two fundamental 

questions, from both sides of the fence. One from each side. First, how will the path be 

charted from a prohibition treaty to the actual elimination of all nuclear weapons? Second, 

why has it proven more difficult to delegitimize nuclear weapons compared to all other 

weapons of mass destruction? 

 

Humanity deserves the answers to these questions. Answers require, above all, inclusive 

engagement. This is the only way I can think of to answer the last question in today’s seminar 

topic in an affirmative way: “How could a world free of nuclear weapons be achieved?”  

 

I would like to offer three further suggestions. 

 

First, we need to bridge the gap between the nuclear haves and the nuclear have-nots. But 

also between the nuclear haves themselves.  

 



 
 

The nuclear-armed States must engage with each other, as well as with non-nuclear weapon 

states. There is no substitute for face-to-face engagement. They must sit down with each 

other, listen to each other and demonstrate the necessary compromise and flexibility.  

 

The Russian Federation and the United States, as holders of some ninety-five per cent of all 

nuclear weapons, have a special responsibility to lead. To paraphrase what former Secretary-

General Ban said in Reykjavik last year, tensions today are high, but we cannot say higher 

than those faced at the height of the Cold War. If President Reagan and General Secretary 

Gorbachev could engage in dialogue, so can today’s leaders.  

 

As Secretary-General Guterres recently said, arms control and disarmament “can provide the 

breathing space for confidence to be built, stability to be strengthened and trust to be 

established”. 

 

The Treaty of Tlatelolco is a case in point. This ground-breaking nuclear weapon-free zone 

bolstered regional stability by keeping nuclear weapons out of the strategic equation. The 

Treaty’s so-called ‘negative security assurances’, provided through its Additional Protocol II, 

which were signed and ratified by the nuclear weapon-States, further strengthened regional 

peace and security.   

 

There is no single path to achieving a world free of nuclear weapons. Parallel initiatives can 

be pursued simultaneously. This year we have negotiations on the Prohibition Treaty, the 

high level panel on fissile materials and the commencement of the 2020 review cycle of the 

Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty. Each of these faces many challenges.  

 

For these challenges to be successfully met, States must engage. Through inclusive 

engagement these events can bring us closer to our shared goal. If not, gaps will widen and 

frustrations will rise.  

 

Second, we need to have a better understanding of the impact that emerging technologies and 

weapons systems could have on the strategic context. States need to work together to 

minimise the dangers posed by these emerging trends. A way must be found to close the gap 

between the pace of technological advancement and the status of normative standards. The 

failure to do so will only be exploited by those with malicious intentions.   

 

On the other hand, these potential dangers affect every State and therefore could be common 

ground for collective action. This common ground could have a positive spill over effect for 

the overall nuclear disarmament agenda. The UN is always available as a forum for 

discussion.  

 

Third and finally, the global public should be mobilised to galvanise political will to 

revitalise the nuclear disarmament agenda. As humanity mobilized the global will to tackle 

climate change, another existential threat, now is the time for the global public to do the same 

for nuclear disarmament. Education is critical. In particular, as Secretary Perry emphasized, 



 
 

the youth of the world need to be informed about the world they will inherit and inspired to 

take action. It is our role – as States and regional and international institutions – to reach out 

to the global community about the importance of nuclear disarmament. It is a role I know 

OPANAL takes seriously, including through its efforts to bring together members of other 

nuclear weapon-free zones and create synergy.   

 

Excellencies, ladies and gentlemen 

 

Nobel Peace Laureate and architect of the Treaty of Tlatelolco, Alfonso Garcia Robles, said: 

“There is an organic relation between peace and disarmament.” By eliminating nuclear 

weapons we are also creating a safer and more secure planet. Let us all follow the same 

foresight and determination as the founders of the Treaty of Tlatelolco did fifty years ago. Let 

us all make 2017 a year of action toward our shared goal of a world free of nuclear weapons.  

I thank you so much.  

Muchas gracias.  

 

 

 

 

 


